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ABSTRACT

The scope of this document is to demonstrate the richness and diversity to be found in the
art song genre from countries outside of the standard repertoire, specifically focusing on the
Brazilian composer Francisco Mignone. The purpose of this document is to provide performance
practice guidelines for four selected pieces by Francisco Mignone: No Meio do Caminho (1938),
Pregão (1947), Si eu sei o que é saudade (1976), and Valsa-Vocalise (1972). They exemplify
expressions of Brazilian national identity through the music selected. Furthermore, it provides a
brief background on the composer and his compositional style phases, and context for the
selection of his work. It will also provide resources related to the Brazilian Portuguese language
because the language factor should not be a barrier impeding people from singing repertoire in
Brazilian Portuguese. Singers should continue exploring different composers from different
nationalities in order to expand the art song canon, and to discover great repertoire connected to
different cultures.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The standard art song repertoire originated throughout Italy, France, England, Spain,
Germany, and the United States. Yet, the art song performance canon is expanding, as we see
singers performing art songs from countries such as Norway, Sweden, Czech Republic, Russia,
and in diverse dialects from Catalonia, Argentina, and Cuba, among others. It is important to
explore music from countries outside the standard repertoire to discover their beauty and cultural
richness, and because there are many great repertoires that remain unknown outside of their
countries. In South America, Brazil is the largest country by territory and population, and is
known for its musical diversity reflecting several cultures, such as African, European, and
Amerindian. There is a plethora of Brazilian art song repertoire generally unknown in the United
States.
Several important Brazilian composers created vocal repertoire, but only two were
internationally recognized during their careers: Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) and Antônio
Carlos Gomes (1836-1896). This document will explore four vocal pieces by Francisco Mignone
(1897-1986): “No Meio do Caminho” (1938), “Pregão” (1947), “Si eu sei o que é saudade”
(1976), and “Valsa-Vocalise” (1972). Francisco Mignone is considered one of the greatest
Brazilian composers and his large body of vocal works is acclaimed for expressing varying
Brazilian musical styles. The diversity in his compositional style draws from popular music,
European influences, nationalism, and modernism. This document provides performance practice
guidelines for four selected pieces by Francisco Mignone, which exemplify expressions of
Brazilian national identity through the music selected.

1

CHAPTER 2: BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE DICTION

2.1 Resources available

Due to the volume complexity of the Brazilian Portuguese (BP) language as a whole, this
document will center on the BP nasal vowels and the three BP unaccented vowels. The phonetic
transcriptions and translations for the selected songs are located on Appendix B. Two useful
resources for understanding phonetic transcription of Brazilian Repertoire are described below.
At times, the authors of each resource transcribe very differently from each other, so it is up to
the singer to determine which resource or specific choices resonate with them when transcribing
BP repertoire. The phonetic transcriptions located on Appendix B use a combination of both
resources.
The first resource is Brazilian Portuguese: Norms for Lyric Diction (2008), translated by
Martha Herr, Adriana Kayama, and Wladimir Mattos.1 Originally, the Norms was published in
2007 in Portuguese by Adriana Kayama and six co-authors.2 This author chose this resource
because it is an excellent and direct summary introduced by her undergraduate professor at
diction class at Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro).
The Norms begins with a brief history of BP norms for lyrical singing dating back to 1938, and
how it reached the current rules. It then provides a list of every orthographic symbol, with its

1

Martha Herr, Adriana Kayama, and Wladimir Mattos, “Brazilian Portuguese: Norms for Lyric Diction,” Journal of
Singing 65, no. 2, (Nov/Dec. 2008): 195-211.
2
Adriana Kayama et al, “PB cantado – Normas para a pronúncia do português brasileiro no canto erudito,” Revista
Opus 13 no. 2 (December 2007): 16-38.

2

context in a word, transcription and pronunciation, and, in some cases, complementary
information such as exceptions or explanation on the vowels, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Extract of the Brazilian Portuguese: Norms for Lyric Diction.3

3

Martha Herr, Adriana Kayama, and Wladimir Mattos, “Brazilian Portuguese: Norms for Lyric Diction,” 199.

3

This resource is very helpful and practical to gain a general understanding of the detailed
phonetic transcription. However, it does not detail an explanation of how certain sounds such as
nasals are formed in the Portuguese language. Perhaps this is due to the fact that it was written
originally for Brazilians and not for an international audience. A brief description of nasal
sounds, and their comparison to French nasal sounds, will be provided in the following section.
The second resource is Singing in Brazilian Portuguese: A Guide to Brazilian Portuguese
(2017), by Marcia D. Porter. She brings an interesting notation, where she uses the voiced velar
nasal [ɱ] or [ŋ] to indicate that the nasal consonant is slightly pronounced along with the vowel.4
This notation can help non-Portuguese speakers understand how to better pronounce the BP
nasal vowels. Porter also provides a selection of Brazilian vocal repertoire, with historical
context and phonetic transcription of the songs.

Figure 2: Portuguese monophthong plan.5

4

Marcía D. Porter, Singing in Brazilian Portuguese: A Guide to Lyric Diction and Vocal Repertoire, (Lanham, MD:
Rowman and Littlefield, 2017), 45.
5
Plínio A. Barbosa & Eleonora C. Albano, “Brazilian Portuguese,” Journal of the International Phonetic
Association 34, no. 2, (2004): 229.

4

The chart in Figure 2 demonstrates the placement of BP vowels in relation to the traditional
vowels /a e i o u/.

2.2 Brazilian nasal vowels

There are five Brazilian nasal vowels [ɐ̃] [ẽ] [ĩ] [õ] [ũ]. Different from French, where the
nasal consonant should not be pronounced, BP has a slight shadow sound of the nasal consonant
when the vowel is released, and the occasional creation of diphthongs.6
The nasal vowel is formed by either:
VOWEL + tilde / ˜/ (only ã and õ)
● manhã [mɐ'̃ ɲɐ̃], supõe [su'põ:ɪ], corações [ko.ɾa'sõ:ɪs], irmãos [iɾ'mɐ̃:ʊs]
VOWEL + /m/ or /n/
ɱ
ŋ
ŋ
● caramba [ka'ɾɐɱ
̃ .bɐ], também [tɐ̃ 'bẽ:ɪ], lento['lẽ .tʊ], cinto['sĩ .tʊ],

ombro['õɱ.bɾʊ], mundo ['mũŋ.dʊ]
The difference between BP nasal vowels from French nasal vowels is that BP has an oral
phase. André Campelo, in Singing Portuguese Nasal Vowels: Practical Strategies for Managing
nasality in Brazilian Art Songs (2017), precisely explained the phases in BP nasal vowels:
Research has shown that in Portuguese the nasalized vowels in normal speech are not static,
but behave along the lines of the dynamic gesture described above. The nasality contour
(...) is comprised of an oral phase followed by a nasal phase, forming a biphonemic
sequence (VṼ). Some authors report the presence of a nasal tail preceding stops and
fricatives (e.g. canto [ˈkɐ̃ŋtʊ], canso [ˈkɐŋ̃ .sʊ]), which results in a tripartite gesture (VṼN)
consisting of an oral onset, a nasal phase, and finally the maximum VPO (velopharyngeal
6

Porter, Singing in Brazilian Portuguese: A Guide to Lyric Diction and Vocal Repertoire, 45.

5

opening) configuration with closure of the oral cavity resulting in a nasal murmur. A
reasonable explanation for this is that the movement of the soft palate is not synchronized
with the movement of the other articulators (Medeiros et al. 2008). The result is an
overlapping of three articulatory gestures, namely the vocalic (V), the velic (Ṽ), and the
consonantal gestures (N, C). The velum is activated during the vowel gesture and is
superimposed on the consonantal gesture. Gregio (2006) observes that vowels with high
tongue position take less time in the oral portion of the gesture, possibly because of the
action of the palatoglossus muscle, which has the dual function of lowering the velum and
elevating the tongue.7
Summarizing, BP nasal vowels have three phases. First, the nasal vowel begins not
nasalized, and is called the oral phase (V), which Campelo refers to as a vocalic gesture. The oral
phase is followed by the nasal phase (Ṽ), in which the vowel is nasalized, and is referred to as a
velic gesture (Figure 3). The final phase is concluded with the slight shadow sound of the nasal
consonant when the vowel is released, as mentioned by Porter, and which Campelo describes as
a nasal tail with a consonant gesture. However, the phases overlap with each other, as mentioned
by Campelo. Figure 3 shows this overlap leading from the oral phase to the consonant.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the nasality contour showing (a) overlapping of
articulatory gestures in regular speech.8

7

André dos Reis Campelo, “Singing Portuguese Nasal Vowels: practical strategies for managing nasality in
Brazilian Art Songs,” (DMA diss., University of Kentucky, 2017), 58-59.
8
Campelo, “Singing Portuguese Nasal Vowels: practical strategies for managing nasality in Brazilian Art Songs,”
60.

6

Two examples are the words índio and descansa. Pronunciation available in the
footnote.9 Below one can see the words, its phonetic transcriptions, and the nasality contour as
explained by Campelo.

Word
Phonetic Transcription
Nasality contour
Phases

Índio

[ˈĩ

ŋ

.dʒjʊ]

['i ĩ ŋ.dʒjʊ]

Descansa

[dʒɪs'k

ɐ̃ ŋ.sɐ]

[dʒɪs'k ɐ ɐ̃ ŋ.sɐ]

V Ṽ N C

V Ṽ N C

Figure 4: Nasality contour example.

To conclude, the singer must remember to start the resonance in the oral vowel, which
will assist to create the oral space needed for singing. The second step will be to nasalize the
vowel.10 The final step will be to insert the shadow nasal consonant when finishing the syllable
or word. This last step is the key characteristic of Brazilian nasal vowels.

9

Video with word pronunciation.
“Brazilian nasality contour example,” Amanda Māra Rizzotto, April 11, 2022, YouTube video, 0:16,
https://youtu.be/pqkrRQJCcc0.
10
It is important to note that in spoken BP, the nasality is more prominent. However, when singing, the ideal is for
the oral phase to be longer, while the nasal and velic gesture phases are to be shorter. The oral space lost because of
the nasality is left to the very end of the sound, rather than taking over it.

7

2.3 Unaccented vowels

In BP, there are three vowels that, when in unstressed end syllables, have new symbols. 11
1) [ɐ] - letter /a/ at the end of a word, when unstressed:12
● morena [mo'ɾe.nɐ]
● gota [go'tɐ]
2) [ɪ] - letter /e/ at the end of a word, when unstressed:13
● que [kɪ]
● fome ['fɔ.mɪ]
● dorme ['dɔɾ.mɪ]
3) [ʊ] - letter /o/ at the end of a word, when unstressed:14
● como ['ko.mʊ]
● menino [me'ni.nʊ]
Examples of words15 and full sentences are available in the footnote.16

11

The recording from Leila Guimarães demonstrates many examples of the BP unaccented vowels.
Leila Guimarães,“Leila Guimarães, soprano - Melodia Sentimental & Lundú da Marquesa de Santos (Villa-Lobos),”
AminasDream, July 16, 2010, YouTube video, 6:50, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfCRHnLoWCU.
12
Martha Herr, Adriana Kayama, and Wladimir Mattos, “Brazilian Portuguese: Norms for Lyric Diction,” 199.
13
Ibid., 200.
14
Ibid., 202.
15
Video with word pronunciation.
“Brazilian Unaccented Vowels,” Amanda Māra Rizzotto, April 11, 2022, YouTube video, 0:40,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=429Zm_qaxpY.
16
“Brazilian Portuguese: nasality contour and unaccented vowels examples,” Amanda Māra Rizzotto, April 11,
2022, YouTube video, 0:35, https://youtu.be/lRWhOCjWyMQ.
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CHAPTER 3: HISTORICAL CONTEXT

3.1 Francisco Mignone (1897-1986)

The Brazilian pianist, flutist, conductor, and composer Francisco Paulo Mignone (18971986) achieved success, such that his reputation equals that of Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) in
Brazil.17 However, he is unknown by many outside of Brazil. He began his musical studies with
his father, the Italian immigrant Alfério Mignone, professor of flute at the Conservatório
Dramático e Musical de São Paulo (CDMSP). At the age of 10, Mignone began to study piano
with Silvio Motto. At 13 years old, performed professionally as a flutist and pianist, as well as
conductor of orchestras in cinema.18 At the age of 19, Mignone graduated from the CDMSP in
flute, piano, and composition. His compositional style can be divided into three phases:
European influence (1920s), Brazilian nationalism (1929-1960s), and Universal speech (1960s1986).
As a precursor to his first phase, it is important to note that, from a young age, Francisco
Mignone began his compositions with popular music using the pseudonym Chico Bororó.19 At
that time, the so-called “erudite music” did not mix with “popular music.”20 Mignone affirmed
that society deemed those who wrote popular music as negatively frowned upon and even

17

Alexandra Mascolo-David, “Francisco Mignone and His ‘Valsas Brasileiras’ for Piano,” Mediterranean Studies
12 (2003): 169, http://www.jstor.org/stable/41166957.
18
Gyovana Carneiro, “Papo Musical: Francisco Mignone ou Chico Bororó: compositor, pianista, regente, professor,
flautista,” Journal UFG. Last Modified August 9, 2021, https://www.jornal.ufg.br/n/144376-papo-musical.
19
Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo, “Francisco Mignone: viver de música e para a música,” in Francisco Mignone, o
homem e a obra, edited by Vasco Mariz, (Rio de Janeiro: Funarte, 1997), 11.
20
Carneiro, “Papo Musical: Francisco Mignone ou Chico Bororó: compositor, pianista, regente, professor,
flautista.”
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disqualified.21 Therefore, Mignone’s pseudonym allowed him to explore a musical style different
from what he had learned throughout his upbringing without suffering society's judgment.
During his nationalist phase, Mignone contributed enormously to the literature and repertoire of
the Brazilian piano, including the Doze Valsas de Esquina (Twelve street corner waltzes),
composed between 1938 and 1942, in which he sought to reproduce the way of playing of the
chorões, a popular musical genre for guitars. In this collection, his past as Chico Bororó comes
to light because of the clear popular music influence, and his musical style.22 His waltzes show
influence from his time improvising choros (often with a nostalgic character) on his flute to the
accompaniment of cavaquinhos (ukeleles) and violões (guitars).23
At age 19, his formal debut concert as a pianist, composer, and conductor was at the
Teatro Municipal de São Paulo, on September 16, 1918. Within the program, as a pianist, he
performed the first movement of Grieg’s Concerto for Piano in A minor. Under his father’s
baton were Mignone’s Symphonic Poem Caramuru (1917) and the Suite Campestre (1918). As a
conductor, Mignone led the orchestra with the Alma Adorada (1918).24 The success in his career
led him to receive a scholarship in 1920 from the Comissão do Pensionato Artístico de São Paulo
to continue his studies in Milan, Italy.25 His studies in Italy marked the first phase of his
compositional style. He studied with Italian composer Vincenzo Ferroni (1858-1934), who
introduced him to French compositional techniques as well as the Italian operatic tradition.26

21

Bruno Kiefer, Francisco Mignone: vida e obra (Porto Alegre: Editora Movimento, 1983), 12.
Carneiro, “Papo Musical: Francisco Mignone ou Chico Bororó: compositor, pianista, regente, professor,
flautista.”
23
Mascolo-David, “Francisco Mignone and His ‘Valsas Brasileiras’ for Piano,” 169.
24
Ibid., 75.
25
Azevedo, “Francisco Mignone: viver de música e para a música,” 11-12.
26
Carneiro, “Papo Musical: Francisco Mignone ou Chico Bororó: compositor, pianista, regente, professor,
flautista.”
22
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Under Italian influence, Mignone continued to compose based on Brazilian themes; however,
through the use of Romantic harmonies and structures, the composer’s European training was
clear.27
Upon his return to São Paulo in 1929, he became a professor at the Conservatório, where
he was an alumnus. Prior to his return to Brazil, Mignone’s opera L' innocent (1928) premiered
in Rio de Janeiro on September 5, 1928.28 Mário de Andrade (1893-1945), one of the leaders of
the Brazilian nationalist movement in the Arts, criticized the opera in one of his chronicles
“Campaign against the Lyrical Seasons:”
… I have to admit that today’s situation about Francisco Mignone is distressing, and we
are to the point of losing him, a useful Brazilian talent. An essentially dramatic musician,
endowed virtually with European culture, and completely influenced by Italian prototypes,
Francisco Mignone faces a pathetic situation. He does not find librettists who can provide
national subjects. If he finds them, there will be another problem to solve before the work
may be staged: the libretto shall be translated into Italian because nobody sings in Brazilian
Portuguese… L’innocent belongs to Italy. Brazilian music remains the same before and
after this opera. That is why I consider Francisco Mignone’s case so sorrowful.29
Upon reading this harsh critique from an old friend whom he studied with at the
Conservatório, Mignone joined the Brazilian nationalist movement. Two of the pieces examined
in this document are from this second phase: No Meio do Caminho (1938) and Pregão (1947).
In 1933, Mignone moved to Rio de Janeiro and began to teach at the Instituto Nacional
de Música, developing an important academic career, training conductors and composers who
stood out in the Brazilian musical scene. Mignone composed numerous vocal music with the
song cycles using modernist poems by Manuel Bandeira (1886-1968) and Carlos Drummond de

27

Mascolo-David, “Francisco Mignone and His ‘Valsas Brasileiras’ for Piano,” 171.
“Francisco Mignone (1897-1986),” Academia Brasileira de Música, Last accessed on March 26th 2022,
https://abmusica.org.br/edicoes-abm/compositor/francisco-mignone/.
29
Kiefer, Francisco Mignone: vida e obra, 16-17.
28
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Andrade (1902-1987), as well as pieces based on folkloric poems and melodies. The work that
marks his transition to nationalism is the African-Brazilian dance Maracatú do Chico-Rei
(1933), in partnership with Mário de Andrade, inspired by episodes of the construction of the
Church of Nossa Senhora do Rosário, in Salvador.30
Francisco Mignone’s third and final phase began in the 1960s, when he distanced himself
from the nationalist compositional criteria and began to use the twelve-tone technique, returning
to the tonal system in the 1970s.31 He began to create his works based on free experimentation,
for which he made use of the diversity of compositional processes, aiming at a universal speech,
but without giving up Brazilian characteristics.32
Regarding his compositional diversity, Francisco Mignone even declared:
Nothing scares me and I accept any endeavor as long as I can make music. The important
thing for me is the contribution I think I can make to my works. I can write a piece in Cmajor or minor, without pain or embarrassment, as well as elaborate concepts of traditional,
impressionist, expressionist, twelve-tone, serial, chromatic, atonal, bitonal, polytonal, and
perhaps, if I can, avant-garde music with concrete loques, electronics, or breakers of
multiplied soundtracks.33
His comment compellingly summarizes this final phase, where he did not want to be
restricted by structuralist norms and wanted the freedom to expand in whichever direction he
wanted to pursue. Two of the pieces examined in this document are from this final phase: Si eu
sei o que é saudade (1976) and Valsa-Vocalise (1972).

30

Carneiro, “Papo Musical: Francisco Mignone ou Chico Bororó: compositor, pianista, regente, professor,
flautista.”
31
Ibid.
32
Maria da Penha Vasconcelos Batista Sabeti, “Maria Lúcia Godoy e a canção brasileira de câmara: dados
biográficos, análise e edição de performance do Tríptico da saudade de Francisco Mignone (1897-1986), dedicado à
artista,” (Master 's thesis, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, 2020), 80.
33
Vasco Mariz, História da Música no Brasil, 5° edição atualizada e aumentada, (Rio de Janeiro: Nova Fronteira,
2000), 243.
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3.2 Carlos Drummond de Andrade (1902-1987)

Carlos Drummond de Andrade (1902-1987) was an important poet for the Brazilian
modernismo movement. As previously mentioned, Mignone musicalized countless poems by
Drummond de Andrade. His poems were published in parallel with important literary and social
history events, starting in 1922. Each one of his main volumes corresponds to a particular
moment in the history and evolution of literary principles and moral concepts. Brazil was ready
for simplicity and directness of expression, for snapshots of the "real Brazil," for tireless
exercises in self-criticism, for repudiation of the past, and for the poetry of the common man
(both as author and reader).34
Drummond de Andrade’s “No meio do caminho” (1925) was one of the poems that
Mignone set to music, and which will be examined in Chapter 4. Once published, “No meio do
caminho” was deeply criticized for its simplicity and repetition. Over time, the verses were
understood by the public and critics. To this day, when people think about Drummond, this is
one of the first poems to come to mind.35

34

Wilson Martins, “Carlos Drummond de Andrade and the Heritage of Modernismo,” World Literature Today 53,
no. 1 (1979): 16, http://www.jstor.org/stable/40132421.
35
Rebeca Fuks, “Poema No Meio do Caminho de Carlos Drummond de Andrade (análise e significado),” Cultura
Genial, Last access on March 26, 2022. https://www.culturagenial.com/poema-no-meio-do-caminho-de-carlosdrummond-de-andrade/.
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No meio do caminho tinha uma pedra
tinha uma pedra no meio do caminho
tinha uma pedra
no meio do caminho tinha uma pedra.

In the middle of the way there was a stone
there was a stone in the middle of the way
there was a stone
in the middle of the way there was a stone.

Nunca me esquecerei desse acontecimento
na vida de minhas retinas tão fatigadas.
Nunca me esquecerei que no meio do caminho
tinha uma pedra
tinha uma pedra no meio do caminho
no meio do caminho tinha uma pedra.

I will never forget this event
in the life of my so fatigued retinas.
I'll never forget that in the middle of the way
there was a stone
there was a stone in the middle of the way
in the middle of the way there was a stone.

Figure 5: English translation of No meio do caminho.

Written in 1925, at the beginning of Drummond's career, the poem was an object of
ridicule by the critics of the time, and everyone proposed a mock explanation, going from pure
and simple mental derangement to the very well-known writer's urge to baffle the bourgeois.36
As such, Drummond's creation was perceived as a kind of mockery of Parnassian poetry. The
modernist poet makes use of a simple, every day, clear language, through a structure without
rhyme, musicality, or meter. Drummond's goal is to produce a purer poetry, more focused on the
essence.37
According to Arnaldo Saraiva, it lies precisely in the simplicity and brevity of the
element of indignation for the “Parnassian and even ultra-romantic ears,” accustomed to
qualities, such as the “bombastic phrase, verbal pomp and melodic solemnity.” The monotony of
36
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everyday life, of an ordinary event, naturally would not be, and should not be, the object of
poetry.38 Later on, Drummond de Andrade published the book Uma pedra no meio do caminho:
Biografia de um poema (A Stone in the Middle of the Way: Biography of a Poem; Rio de
Janeiro, 1967), in which he tells the story of the poem, and prints the main criticism of the time.39

3.3 Saudade, an indescribable word

The third song examined in Chapter 4 is centered on the feeling of saudade. This author
finds it more appropriate to not translate the word, as there is no translation that can do it justice,
as any attempt will produce a shallow representation. It is similar to the German word innig,
which has a variety of translations such as “intimate,” “tender,” “heartfelt” and even “devoted.”
Its etymology from the old German inne also opens the word to mean “inward” or “from the
innermost.”40
Saudade is the word that describes a key emotion of the Portuguese-speaking soul. The
origin of the word comes from the Latin plural solitates, “solitudes,” but its derivation was
influenced by the idea and sonority of the Latin salvus, “in good health,” “safe.” The word
saudade can be traced back to the origins of Portuguese language and, more specifically, to the
common theme found in thirteenth century Cantiga d’Amigo tradition of poetry. Since then, the
word became rooted in the language and is continuously used today. Drawn from genuine
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suffering of the soul, saudade became, for philosophical speculation, particularly suitable for
expressing the relationship of the human condition to temporality, finitude, and the infinite.41
While the word saudade is not translatable, the following text can assist the reader understand
the term better:
In all languages, there are expressions that are “mother” words that conceal and at the same
time reveal a long and mysterious experience that is supra-individual and transtemporal…
Saudade, an untranslatable word of Galician Portuguese origin… is precisely one of the
“mother” expressions to which Goethe referred… Starting out from the original experience
of soledade or soidade , the [Portuguese] people arrived at the experience of - saudade.
Solitude is there found to be potentially transcendable through love. From another point of
view, the present is found in it in the form of eternity, attached to the past by memory, to
the future by desire. 42
The strongest characteristic of Brazilian nationalist music is perhaps the rhythm, which is
mainly marked by the predominance of specific patterns of syncopation, originating and inspired
by popular and folk music genres.43 According to Mônica Pedrosa de Pádua, nationalist music
does not need to be restricted to the nationalist period, such as Brazilian Romanticism or
Modernism. Therefore, the compositional requirement is to have national musical characteristics,
such as melodic or rhythmic cells originating from recognized folk or popular elements. 44 One
way composers try to express the emotion saudade is through the use of syncopations, tuplets, and
other offbeat rhythmic patterns, which bring feelings of longing, pain, and melancholy, while also
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expressing happiness, thus resulting in a bittersweet emotion. Chapter 4 will explore how Mignone
uses these compositional devices to explain saudade in the song Si eu sei o que é saudade.
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CHAPTER 4: FOUR SELECTED PIECES

4.1 No meio do caminho (1938)

The first piece selected is “No meio do caminho” because the music is set to one of the
most famous poems in Brazilian literature. The original score was in f minor; however, the
version available in this document is in g minor. The f minor key is more suitable for the middle
voices and g minor for the higher voices. The music setting by Francisco Mignone gives the
singer much freedom to decide the nuances of the poem. It is important to discuss both the poet’s
and the composer’s interpretation of the poem. Carlos Drummond de Andrade wrote in a
response to journalist and poet Laudionor Brasil, in a letter dated March 29, 1944, discussing the
meaning of his poem:
(...) the aforementioned stone – I will be quite frank – has no meaning, except what the
people who attack it and are irritated by it give it. It's a simple, poor stone, like so many
out there, nothing more. The poem (if it can be called that) in which it appears does not
intend to expose any facts of a moral, psychological or philosophical nature. It only wants
to say what is written on it, namely, that there was a stone in the middle of the way, and
that this circumstance remain etched in my memory. As you can see, it's very little, it's
almost nothing, but that's what there is.45
For Carlos Drummond de Andrade, the intention of his poem was not to speak of
anything philosophically complex. It is only a stone in the middle of the way. It is interesting
how he points out that the stone will have the significance that the reader chooses to assign it.
Mignone seems to choose a deeper meaning for the stone. This openness on the meaning of the
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stone gives the singer a wide variety of choices when interpreting the song. The singer can
choose to view the song with the same simplicity that Carlos Drummond de Andrade attributed
to it. Or they can analyze Francisco Mignone’s view of the poem's meaning. The singer can also
find a meaningful combination of both views.
In the first section in Figure 6, the score does not direct the singer into thinking in big
phrases, but rather in small units of pitches that travel below and above a centering pitch. On
measures 3-5, the line centers around G4 until the vocal line goes to F5. In measure 3, Mignone
marks filosofando (philosophizing) while expressing monotony in the music by making a
repetitive melody, almost as if the person is just realizing that there was a stone in their way.

Figure 6: No meio do caminho mm. 1-3.
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Figure 7: No meio do caminho mm. 4-5.

Figure 8: No meio do caminho mm. 8-14.

It grows into a more lyrical phrase in measure 8 (Figure 8), where the text reads “Nunca
me esquecerei”, which shows that, because the person dwells so much on the fact that there was
a stone in the middle of the way, they shall not forget it. Another point to observe is that, up to
that point, the time signature was stable, with 12/8 in the vocal line and 4/4 in the piano line
(Figure 6). However, in measure 8 (Figure 8), the vocal and piano lines are finally in the same
20

time signature. Furthermore, the time signature goes through a moment of instability changing
multiple times, until finally settling on 4/4, in measure 17 (Figure 9). The change and instability
support the idea that the person is out of the monotonous state and carefully considering the
meaning of the stone.

Figure 9: No meio do caminho mm. 15-17.

When the music comes back to tempo primo in measure 16 (Figure 9), the score indicates
phrasing, which differentiates from the first section (Figure 6). The singer now has an opinion
about the stone. It can be that the stone is just a stone, or that they observed the stone as a
metaphor for struggles in life. The time signature also stabilizes in 4/4 for both the voice and the
piano (m. 20).
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Figure 10: No meio do caminho mm. 18-20.

“No meio do caminho” gives the singer an opportunity to have freedom to create their version of
the story that the piece is trying to tell. Furthermore, the singer can establish a different
significance for the meaning that the stone symbolizes. As sung poetry, it is also a great piece for
learning to express and give meaning to a repetitive text.

4.2 Pregão (1947)

“Pregão” is a song with the text by an anonymous author. “Pregão” is a street cry, a
musical practice that inhabits the urban space. It is an old practice, in which a seller advertises
his products or offers his services through a “sound announcement,” in an attempt to catch the
attention of the people walking by.46 Despite the use of pregões in quotidian life and in oral
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traditions, there are few written works about it.47 In Brazil, thanks to the chroniclers such as Luiz
Edmundo, some records can be found about the existence of these urban voices.48 Luiz
Edmundo’s writings about the street vendors and their products made it possible to analyze the
social, economic, and cultural aspects of the population of Rio de Janeiro at the beginning of the
20th century.49 In this Pregão the singer is advertising his hot pine nuts.

Pinhão quente, oh gente
stá quente morena!
Oi, que tá quente de queimá!

Hot pine nut, oh people
It is hot brunette
Oh, it is burning hot!

Figure 11: English translation of Pregão.

Figure 12: Pregão mm. 1-5.
47
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Figure 13: Pregão mm. 21-23.

The piano accompaniment is constant from the beginning (Figure 12), as it repeats the
same music from measure 1 to 21. On measure 22, the piano has a new music (Figure 13), which
it will repeat until measure 31, having different dynamic markings in each measure. The piano
seems to represent the constant noise in the street that is present when the vendor is advertising
the hot pine nut.

Figure 14: Pregão mm. 6-9.
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In the first section of the song (Figures 12 and 14), the vocal line has long and slow
phrases (mm. 3-4). The melody uses the Brazilian characteristic rhythm, which is full of
syncopations and triplets, as shown in measures 5 and 6 (Figures 12 and 14). The vendor needs
to be constantly changing the vocal line to get the potential customers' attention. Furthermore,
the vendor calls attention to a variety of individuals by calling them gente and morena (people
and brunette). The singer might also consider that the dynamic changes not because the vendor is
changing the volume, but because the customer is getting closer. Mignone does not give the
singer many dynamic markings besides the piano (m. 3) and gritando (mm. 30-31), and piano to
fortissimo (mm. 32-33). That does not mean that the rest of the piece will be in piano. The
interesting challenge is to find ways of repeating the same text as if it were a new thought, or a
new idea, without allowing the music to be too tedious.

Figure 15: Pregão mm. 24-25.
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In measure 23, the piano introduces a new idea that is repeated by the vocal line from this
point on (Figure 13). In the manuscript, the original text was Oi, que stá quente. Street vendors
typically use colloquial language, such as stá, which is already the reduction from the word está.
In the first section, measures 1 to 21, this author wrote in the new edition as the manuscript stá.
However, when the text is sung faster, repeating the phrase over and over again (Figure 15), this
author decided to remove the /s/ from the word in the edition she created. In addition to it
making more sense to say tá quente, removing this consonant will economize the breath, making
it easier for singers, Portuguese speakers or not, to deliver the second section.

Figure 16: Pregão mm. 30-32.

When approaching the end of the piece (mm. 30-33), the vocal line has the word Oi
together with an accent and with the word gritando (crying/yelling) (Figure 16). Throughout this
piece, the composer gives both the vocal and piano lines very specific rhythmic markings. The
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piano also receives specific dynamic markings which the singer can use to inform their
decisions.
“Pregão” is an important song to understand the people from big cities in Brazil. While it
doesn’t refer to any deep subjects, it is very characteristic of the quotidian life of the working
people in Brazil as they commute through the city. As mentioned before, it is possible to learn
greatly about a people in different times in history by analyzing different Pregões. In Pregão, the
singer’s two challenges will be, first, to bring the street cry character to the piece, especially in
the first slow section (mm. 1-23), and second, to sing in a vocal and free manner while keeping
the rhythm and diction clear in the last section (mm. 24 to the end). This song is appropriate for
both high and medium voices since most of it is in the middle register and the highest pitch is F5.
However, because of the faster section, some agility is necessary.

4.3 Si eu sei o que é saudade (1976)

This song is the second of the set named Tríptico da Saudade (Triptych of Saudade),
which was dedicated to his friend, the singer Maria Lúcia Godoy (1929-). The triptych was
composed a decade before the composer’s death. Defined by Maria da Penha Sabeti in her
master’s thesis as a non-tonal and also atonal work, the songs “Quando a saudade chegar”, “Si eu
sei que é saudade”, and “Quando eu não conhecia a saudade” do not present difficulties in terms
of vocal scope, nor in piano writing. However, the sophistication of his writing and the subtle
relationships between the text and the music makes the Tríptico da Saudade a prominent piece in
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the composer's work.50 “Si eu sei que é saudade” is appropriate for both high and medium
voices. However, Mignone dedicated the pieces to a soprano, which suggests that the composer
wrote the songs for the soprano voice.
The score provided in this document was edited by Sabeti, who created it based on the
original manuscript. She observed a scarcity of information in the manuscript and its
performance history. Furthermore, there was a lack of data about the Tríptico debut, and no
access to audio recordings of any performances. Sabeti concluded that these pieces were meant
to be in declamatory style, since Mignone dedicated it to Maria Lúcia Godoy, known to have a
command over singing in declamatory style.51 This document does not provide any background
information of the poet F. Célio Monteiro (n.d.) because of the lack of information on the poet.
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Figure 17: Si eu sei o que é saudade mm. 1-8.

The subject of this song is the emotion of saudade. The poetry lingers on what saudade
causes, with the singer attempting to prove they understand this feeling, yet without defining it.
The beginning of the piece seems to be a response to the question of whether the singer knows
saudade. Beginning with the first measure, the piano line is sustained while the vocal line has the
freedom to declaim the music (Figure 17). Furthermore, the score does not bring any tempo
markings, allowing the singer freedom when declaiming. However, the composer does mark the
phrases, which will help the singer to think in big phrases rather than syllabically. One of the
challenges of this piece is that the singer will have to know the prosody of the text very clearly,
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as it is necessary for recitatives, so the meaning does not get lost in the phrases full of sixteenth
notes (mm. 4-5).

Figure 18: Si eu sei o que é saudade mm. 9-14.

When Mignone marks the word saudade, he writes varied rhythms for all four instances.
On measure 1 and 9, he chose to mark it with syncopations (Figure 17 and 18), while on
measures 17-18 and 23 (Figure 19), he uses triples. The marked rhythm helps express the
longing present in the feeling, and how it lingers in the singer’s life. In many sections of the song
(m. 2, 4, 6), the piano’s chords have the vocal line’s pitch, providing stability to the singer.
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It is interesting to look closely at the parts where the piano is not doubling the vocal line,
such as in measure 10. In this measure, when the word talvez (maybe) is written, the vocal line
has the pitch D#5, while the piano’s right hand has the pitch E5.52 Concurrently to singing the
word talvez (pick-up to measure 10), the piano is playing the syncopation pattern as it was on
measure 9, under the word saudade, which exemplifies the idea of longing and emotions
lingering. This rhythmic pattern by the piano, and the voice being in dissonance with the piano’s
right hand, helps the singer express the uncertainty of attempting to define saudade in the phrase:
“Saudade! É o que talvez, anime as rosas da brisa a recordarem os beijos de amor.” (Saudade!
It's what maybe encourages the roses of the breeze to remember the kisses of love).
Mignone uses word painting in a few places. The first is demonstrated in measure 11
(Figure 18) on “anime as rosas da brisa” (encourages the roses of the breeze). He changes the
vocal melody from triplets to eight notes in a descending line. This could be interpreted as his
representation of the breeze, where the wind is not constant, but oscillatory. The second place is
after the singer says fanando (wither), in which the piano has a descendant figure symbolizing
the withering of the petals (m. 13). Finally, the third place in which Mignone word-paints is on
the phrase “morrendo em cada pétala o sonho de ser flor” (dying in each petal the dream of
being a flower). The descending line on measure 15 represents the petals of the flower falling
while she is dying, along with her dream (Figure 19). The piano part also provides support by
doubling the voice, which we can consider that her death (the flower's) is a certainty.
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Figure 19: Si eu sei o que é saudade mm. 15-32.
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This song brings two main challenges: the first is the declamatory style, where the singer
will need to understand the language’s prosody well to inform their choices. The second is how,
at times, the piano does not support the singer’s melody. It is important for the singer to
understand why the composer chose those moments to provide less support. What was his
intention? An example of this can be viewed in measures 19 to 25 (Figure 19). The piano
sustains chords in the medium-high and medium low regions of the piano. Even though the piano
is playing some of the notes the singer will sing, the singer will have to execute a large leap
without mistaking the pitches.
This song is very complex because of the complexity of the emotion. Rather than trying
to define the emotion with words, Mignone chose a poem that speaks of saudade without
defining it. Furthermore, he found a way to express the emotion in the music to show that, where
words fail to explain saudade, the music may help the audience understand it.

4.4 Valsa-vocalise (1972)

The “Valsa-vocalise” was also dedicated to singer Maria Lúcia Godoy. During an
interview, she stated that what Mignone valued most in a singer was the clarity of diction of the
language. Regarding the song “Valsa-vocalise”, Maria Lúcia Godoy understands that Mignone
honored her since this piece is based in the musical genre Valsa and brings the seresteiro
character, with which she began her musical career, “singing seresta with her family.”53 Serestas
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also referred to as modinhas, or serenades, were developed in the late eightieth century in Brazil,
and the genre is referred to as modinhas. They are characterized by verses and refrain, normally
composed in a minor key, to exude melancholy. They were performed in the salons accompanied
by piano, guitar, and flute. 54
Regarding the vocalise genre, Godoy states that, “[...] the vocalise has text, it is enough
for the interpreter to know how to recognize it and translate it with his/her voice and intention.
Interpretation is beyond being able to sing the notes, singing just the notes is not music.” Maria
Lúcia Godoy believes all songs must be interpreted as if they were a vocalise: “[...]it is always
necessary to have a connection to sing a song with text, like a vocalise; it's all legato as if it were
a vocalise, only it has the words in the middle.”55 With this interview, it was very interesting to
look at the vocal repertoire as a vocalise, a view which may help singers to maintain the legato
throughout the phrase, and sing through the words rather than the words disrupting legato.
The valsa is a musical genre greatly explored by Mignone in his compositions, such that
poet Manuel Bandeira referred to him as “the King of Waltzes,” having composed a total of
111.56 Mignone sought to contemplate the various types of waltzes found in popular Brazilian
music: “guitar waltzes and pianeiro waltzes, ripped serenades or caipira chorinhos.”57 Although
waltzes were based on a genre people danced, Mignone's waltzes were not meant to be danced,
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but rather performed, and they generally allude to the striking bass of the serenade guitar.58
According to Martins, “the waltz [...] is for Mignone the result of an entire collection acquired in
the city and aimed at improvisation, serenade, relaxation, nostalgia.”59 Mignone’s “Valsavocalise”, as the name implies, has the characteristics of a waltz. The melody of this vocalise
also brings characteristics of the seresta, a musical style to which Mignone composed endless
works. This is a reflection of his time composing popular music when he still signed his
compositions as Chico Bororó.60
The “Valsa-vocalise” song is organized in a ternary form, consisting of three large
sections and a brief coda: A (a1 a2 a3) – B (b1 b2) – A’ (a’1 a’2 a’3) – Coda (Figure 14).61

Figure 20: Valsa-vocalise: sections and coda figure.
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The notes in the vocal line in the “Valsa-vocalise” are related and belong to the harmony
throughout the piece. The melody is constantly moving and the rhythm is thoroughly marked by
the composer himself, separated through short phrases. The vocal melody of the “Valsavocalise” is written for the soprano voice for two reasons: it was dedicated to the soprano Maria
Lúcia Godoy and is written in the soprano tessitura, especially due to the long phrases centered
in the F 5. A lighter mezzo might be able to sing it, it would only depend on the color she can
bring to her voice in the higher register. The melody is formed by arpeggios, scales,
appoggiaturas, and chromatic passages. It creates an agile, smooth, and wavy melody. The
agility required on this song suggests it is more appropriate for a lighter soprano voice.62
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Figure 21: Valsa-vocalise mm. 1-24.
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Section A is composed of two contrasting vocal ideas: the first, a1 and a2, presents the
melodic motif of the piece, and the second, a3, consists of leaps and quadruplets. The melodic
direction in a1 is ascending in the four first bars and descending in the last four (mm. 1-8). In a2,
the melodic direction is ascending throughout the phrase (mm. 9-15), and in a3 the melodic
movement is mirrored and comprised of arpeggios (mm. 16-24). The melody from phrase a1
which is partially presented again in a2, is the presentation of the “Valsa-vocalise” theme. It
features a variety of arpeggios of the chords that accompany it, as well as appoggiaturas and
chromatic passage notes. The chromatic passages that appear in the melody, almost always as a
form of melodic resolution, are a characteristic present in Brazilian modinhas and serenata
(Figure 21).63
When observing the rhythmic layer of the piece, the presence of the bass marking in the
first beat of each measure, and a greater movement in the second and third periods, demonstrate
the characteristic of songs written for waltz. To emphasize that idea, the opening phrases of each
section have quarter note rests in the first beat, restating the melodic movement for the second
time (mm. 1 and 9). The a3 section brings quadruplets in the melody while the accompaniment
continues with the ternary pulse (mm. 15-21).
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Figure 22: Valsa-vocalise mm. 25-43.
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In Section B, Francisco Mignone uses the same melodic idea presented in the first two
parts of Section A (mm. 25-29). However, in this section, the melody moves more intricately,
and the piano part, rather than playing quarter notes on the right hand, begins to play more eighth
notes, giving it a sense of a faster tempo, which is enhanced with the composer’s tempo marking
as Pouco mais vivo (see Appendix D). Furthermore, the faster movement generates larger
melodic waves represented by intervallic jumps, or longer phrases (mm. 33-40).

Figure 23: Valsa-vocalise mm. 49-63.
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Section B, by tempo, changes with ritardandos, affrettando, among other markings. These
changes signal the approaching the pinnacle/apex of the piece. The only time Mignone marks an
ff is on measure 36, which is building the section to culminate on the sustained A (mm. 52-54).
While marking a mf with a crescendo poco a poco in measure 46, he does not need to mark a ff
on the sustained A because it would naturally be more resonant and louder than ff from measure
36. After that, the accompaniment disappears, giving the voice freedom to move down from the
apex, leading to section A' (mm. 54-57).
The melody in A' section is identical to the A section, but the piano line is filled by
adding octaves on the left hand (mm. 58-63).

Figure 24: Valsa-vocalise mm. 78-90.
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The coda section is divided into two parts. It begins with Molto vivo (m. 80), with the
piano having a descending line in chords lasting five measures and ending in a sustained chord in
measure 85. At this point, while the piano has extended chords, the vocal line has the marking
assai più lento subito (much slower immediately), giving the singer freedom in the melody to
take as much time as they wish (Figure 24). The two sections highly contrast each other, thus
creating an effective way to signal the end of the piece.
While written for soprano, the “Valsa-vocalise” can also be played by other treble
instruments such as oboe or flute. It is a very expressive melodic piece not only due to the
melodic outline, but also because of the constant changes with many dynamic and tempo
markings. The reason this piece was selected for this document is that, being a vocalise, it has an
accessibility aspect that the other selected pieces do not, since singers have the opportunity to
sing a Brazilian composer’s work without having to learn the diction and nuances of the
language.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

The four songs by Francisco Mignone explored above represent different aspects of the
Brazilian soul. In addition, these songs represented two different periods of the composer’s life.
The reason why this document does not provide a song from Mignone’s first phase is that the
objective of the document was to provide songs that either through the music or text, express
aspects of the Brazilian soul. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Mignone’s first compositional phase
was predominantly European influenced due to his studies in Italy. Since the objective of this
document was to focus on songs expressing aspects of Brazilian national identity, it was not
appropriate to use songs with more European than Brazilian influences.
The first two songs represent his second compositional phase, when he was in his 30s and
was inspired by his generation to form part of the Brazilian nationalist movement as a composer.
The first song “No meio do caminho” focused on a poem that is intrinsic to Brazilian literature.
The second, “Pregão”, is a song that illustrates the urban life in the big cities of Brazil, with the
street vendors advertising their products with melodic-like yelling. The last two songs represent
his final phase, where he reaches the point in his life where he no longer feels the need to fight
any battles, and chooses to incorporate all the knowledge he has gathered throughout his life,
thus composing as he sees fit. The first song, “Si eu sei o que é saudade”, Mignone attempts to
express through music this overwhelming emotion, since words seem to fail to do so. As an
opportunity for exploring a piece without the constraints of a text that conveys a message or
story, “Valsa-vocalise” is also a great piece that gives the singer an opportunity to work on
expressivity while singing only on a single vowel.
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Each piece selected has very different characters, which illustrates the richness that can
be found in Brazil, proving the point that the music from different countries needs to be explored
and performed in order to expand the art song canon. While these pieces form part of Francisco
Mignone’s vocal repertoire, he is a fascinating composer whose entire body of work deserves to
be more known internationally.64 The language factor should not be a barrier impeding people
from singing repertoire in Brazilian Portuguese, which is why two resources are provided to
enable singers to explore the repertoire. In sum, singers should continue exploring different
composers from different nationalities in order to discover greater richness and diversity in the
art song genre.

64

“Francisco Mignone,” Musica Brasilis, Last accessed on April 1st 2022,
https://musicabrasilis.com/composers/francisco-mignone.
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APPENDIX A: TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS

TRANSLATIONS BY Amanda Māra Rizzotto Vidal Pessôa
No meio do caminho

Carlos Drummond de Andrade

No meio do caminho tinha uma pedra
tinha uma pedra no meio do caminho
tinha uma pedra
no meio do caminho tinha uma pedra.

In the middle of the way there was a stone
there was a stone in the middle of the way
there was a stone
in the middle of the way there was a stone.

Nunca me esquecerei desse acontecimento
na vida de minhas retinas tão fatigadas.
Nunca me esquecerei que no meio do caminho

I will never forget this event
in the life of my so fatigued retinas.
I'll never forget that in the middle of the
way
there was a stone
there was a stone in the middle of the way
in the middle of the way there was a stone.

tinha uma pedra
tinha uma pedra no meio do caminho
no meio do caminho tinha uma pedra.

Pregão
Pinhão quente, oh gente
stá quente morena!
Oi, que tá quente de queimá!

Anonymous
Hot pine nut, oh people
It is hot brunette
Oh, it is burning hot!
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Si eu sei o que é saudades

F. Célio Monteiro

Saudade! Se eu sei o que é?

Saudade! Do I know what it means?

Tu duvidas?

Do you doubt it?

E poderia eu desconhecer essa nossa senhora

And could I now know this our lady of the life

da vida já vivida, autora de agrodoce milagre? already lived, author of bittersweet miracle?
Saudade! É o que talvez, anime as rosas da

Saudade! It's what maybe encourages the roses of the

brisa a recordarem os beijos de amor

breeze to remember the kisses of love

Enquanto vão fanando graciosas, morrendo

As they wither gracefully, dying in each petal the

em cada pétala o sonho de ser flor!

dream of being a flower!

Si eu sei o que é saudade?

Do I know what saudade is?

Não defino, isso sim esse sentir divino,

I don’t define it, this yes, this divine feeling,

saudade meu amor,

saudade my love

irmã da ausência palavra justa e consequência

sister of absence, just word, and consequence of

do que eu sinto de ti distante.

what I feel with you so far away.
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APPENDIX B: PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTIONS
TRANSCRIPTIONS BY Amanda Māra Rizzotto Vidal Pessôa
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APPENDIX D: GLOSSARY
No meio do caminho

Marking in the score

Translation

Location

Lento e monótono

Slow and monotonous

m. 1

md. (mão direita)

Right Hand

m. 2

Filosofando

Philosophizing

m. 3

Declamando com monotonia

Declaming with monotony

Footnote

Pregão

Marking in the score

Translation

Location

Manter o rítmo até o fim

Maintain the rhythm until the
end

m. 1

Gritando

Yelling

m. 30

Valsa-vocalise

Marking in the score

Translation

Location

Tempo da valsa

Time of the waltz

m. 1

Un poco affrettando

Hurrying a bit

m. 23 and 49

Pouco mais vivo

More alive

m. 25

En dehors

Prominent

m. 33

Molto vivo

Declaiming with monotony

m. 80

Assai più Lento Subito

Suddenly much slower

m. 85
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